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Abstract
Anovel performancemetric to improve underwater digital acoustic communication, calledMulti-
path Penalty (MPP), is proposed as an alternative to traditional signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) meth-
ods in the context of the Arctic Beaufort Sea. MPP and SNR are compared alongside a third per-
formancemetric, MinimumAchievable Error (MAE), which replicates the operation of a channel
estimate-based decision feedback equalizer in an acoustic modem. The three metrics are then
tested in a hardware-in-the-loop Virtual Ocean simulator for an autonomous undersea vehicle
(AUV) communicating with a collaborator. Using field data of modem statistics obtained during
ICEX20 and expanded data supplied by the simulator, calibration of the three metrics to modem
packet success is evaluated, resulting in a proposed recalibration for MAE. The AUV’s ability to
communicate when adaptively choosing its depth is analyzed above and below the Beaufort Lens,
and settings for MPP’s engineering variables are obtained. The results show MPP generally im-
proves reception and demodulation of acoustic transmissions over SNR by approximately 5%
within an operational range of 8 km, while achieving similar results to the more robust metric
MAE.MPP is an improved utility for underwater digital acoustic communication in both marine
autonomy and as a tactical decision aid.
Thesis Supervisor: Henrik Schmidt
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1 Introduction
“The sea is everything.”
Jules Verne, 1861
On March 9, 2020, two Russian Federation Tu-142 maritime reconnaissance aircraft flew over
the ice camp where I was conducting field work for this thesis.1 Though the planes were almost
certainly there for the US submarines surfaced through the ice nearby, this event was simply the
latest evidence in the observation that the Arctic Ocean now, more than ever, is relevant in terms
of national strategic interest. Though the Cold War is now several decades in the past, it remains
a geopolitically important region for nearby countries including the United States, Canada, and
the Russian Federation. Even the People’s Republic of China has ambitions in the Arctic as part
of its larger global strategy, despite not being traditionally considered an Arctic player.2
As sea ice extent is reduced year on year, the region becomes more accessible to surface ves-
sels for a longer time frame during the year, with greater access in general on the Arctic ice basin
periphery.3 Better access also leads to increased interest in the mineral and biological wealth of
the Arctic for fishing, mining, and other industry apart from simple trade. With this increased
international focus it is of paramount importance, therefore, to continue scientific characteriza-
tion of the Arctic environment and to subsequently develop tools that maximize the success of
operations – both surfaced and submerged.
1Woody, Russian reconnaissance planes were intercepted by US and Canadian fighters as they lurked over a submarine
exercise in the Arctic.
2Doshi, Dale-Huang, and Zhang, Northern Expedition: China’s Arctic Activities and Ambitions.
3Timmermans, Toole, and Krishfield, “Warming of the interior Arctic Ocean linked to sea ice losses at the basin
margins”.
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1.1 Environmental Variability in the Arctic Ocean
In addition to the more routine oceanographic engineering challenges – pressure, corrosion, hy-
drodynamics, hydrophobic electronics, etc. – the Arctic presents further complications. Extreme
meteorological conditions, seasonal accessibility, polar sun cycle, magnetic polar drift, relatively
sparse satellite coverage, and the presence of sea ice all require careful consideration for any kind
of operational undertaking.
Sea ice presents a particular challenge not only for ice-breaking surface vessels, but for sub-
mersibles as well. Many sea ice covered regions can be reached by navigating beneath the ice keel.
However, many crewed and autonomous submersibles normally rely on satellites while surfaced
to periodically update their navigation systems (using GPS) and externally communicate. These
vessels must forgo these updates unless the vessel has the ability to sense the thickness of, and
successfully break through, the overhead sea ice layer, as US submarines do. For smaller sub-
mersibles, successful navigation and communication must be accomplished by other means.
Usually this leads to underwater acoustics, with yet another set of environmental challenges
related to physics and environmental variability particular to the Arctic Ocean. Namely, the pres-
ence of shadow zones, multi-path propagation, and multi-directional ambient noise. Tradition-
ally, the generalized sound speed profile (SSP) of the Arctic Ocean has been modelled by a cool,
isovelocity layer of water near an ice-covered surface, followed by a linearly increasing velocity
as a function of depth.4 However, a stagnant, warm intrusion layer has been observed in the Arc-
tic Beaufort Sea in recent years.5 This layer causes large shadow zones in range and depth where
refracting sound does not reach, rather than the uniform, upwardly-refracting environment of
the last several decades. These shadow zones can negatively impact acoustic communication for
deployed sensors if not properly mitigated.6
A combination of the refractive and reflective properties of sound in this environment im-
plies that multiple echoes, or arrivals, of the same source can be received at a single range and
depth. This ‘multi-path’ sound structure further complicates underwater acoustics, and for dig-
ital acoustic modems in particular. Receiving multiple arrivals of the same message within the
same span of time can cause the modem to incorrectly demodulate the received transmission,
potentially degrading the efficacy of an acoustic communication network. Though there are
methods, such as error-correcting codes, which can recover lost information bits, the multi-path
propagation mode must be well understood and modelled. Lastly, the varied composition of the
4Jensen, Kuperman, Porter, and Schmidt, Computational Ocean Acoustics, p. 306.
5Toole, Timmermans, Perovich, Krishfield, Proshutinsky, and Richter‐Menge, “Influences of the ocean surface
mixed layer and thermohaline stratification on Arctic Sea ice in the central Canada Basin”.
6Chen and Schmidt, “Temporal and spatial characteristics of the Beaufort Sea ambient noise environment”.
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overhead sea ice layer also impacts ambient noise in the environment. Ice cracking and move-
ment can contribute to overall ambient noise in broad and narrow band frequency spectra, and
can be highly directional.
1.2 The Arctic Beaufort Sea as a Communication-denied
Challenge
In an effort to overcome one of themany challenges posed by Arctic operations, this thesis aims to
describe an alternative metric for underwater acoustic communication. Referred to as theMulti-
path Penalty (MPP), this metric takes advantage of the ocean environment to improve the ability
of an asset to successfully communicate with one or more collaborators while submerged. The
goal of this metric is to provide an autonomous vehicle or a human decision-maker with a tool
to evaluate the relative communication utility of a dense grid of possible range and depth combi-
nations. This tool should have improved performance over traditional methods while achieving
comparable performance to more complicated, computationally intensive methods.
Though this work focuses primarily on high frequency active encoded digital transmission
and passive decoded reception, similar benefits may be extrapolated to a passive contact track-
ing scenario. After presenting the calculation, three engineering variables unique to MPP are
analyzed in the context of the aforementioned field work performed in the Beaufort Sea. In this
analysis, real conductivity-temperature-depth (CTD) data is used by a robust ocean impulse re-
sponse simulator to generate real signals for use by a hardware network of acoustic modems.
With a common acoustic environment, the various metrics are compared in simulation and eval-
uated. Lastly, MPP settings for the Beaufort Sea are recommended based on this evaluation, and
a framework to establish these settings in other oceans is presented.
14
2 Theory
This section discusses, in brief, a summary of the physical principles directly applicable to calcu-
lating three underwater acoustics performance metrics: Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), Minimum
Achievable Error (MAE), andMPP. Beginning with how sound travels in the ocean environment,
this overview will summarize the oceanographic considerations of ray tracing and acoustic mo-
demoperations to present the already establishedmetrics of SNR andMAE. Lastly, it will propose
a calculation for a novel metric, MPP, which is the main subject of this work.
2.1 Sound in Water
Sound is the movement of a medium’s particles in time and space, described as a wave oscillating
outwardly from a source. The fundamental wave equation, below, describes the relationship
between time, space, and the medium of interest for a wave C.1
m2C
mB2
= 22 ∇2C (2.1)
The constant, 2, referred to as the sound speed or velocity, is a property of themedium’s composi-
tion in units of distance per time and is the principal componentwhich governs awave’s behavior.
While waves can be thought intuitively to be oscillating in time, this relationship implies that they
simultaneously oscillate in space. An explicit and familiar expression of this duality is found in
the following:
2 = _ 5 (2.2)
Where _ is the wavelength in units of distance, and 5 is the frequency in units of ‘per time’ or
cycles per time (i.e Hz). Wavelength, therefore, is the distance travelled by one oscillation of the
wave and frequency describes how long it takes. The final result is the sound speed, 2, which, as
a property of a medium, describes exactly how a wave will travel through it.
Although highly dependent on the medium’s specific composition and state, a common sin-
gle value approximation for sound speed in air is 340 m/s (≈1115 ft/s or ≈760 mph). In water,
1Jensen, Kuperman, Porter, and Schmidt, Computational Ocean Acoustics, p. 69.
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sound travels roughly five times faster, or approximately 1500 m/s ( ≈4900 ft/s or ≈3400 mph).
However, the speed of sound is not homogeneous within a medium, and while approximations
with a single value can be made to easily solve the wave equation, the true behavior of sound is
much more complex.
In many oceanographic applications, a depth-dependent sound speed profile (SSP) is calcu-
lated from temperature, conductivity, and pressure data for a given vertical column of seawater.
Typically, an instrument referred to as a CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth) probe is low-
ered from the surface of the water to the bottom collecting this data, and then uses an empirical
formula to determine the sound speed profile as a function of water depth, H. While there are sev-
eral different formulations, a simple equation published by Medwin in 1975, which finds sound
speed within 0.1 m/s for depths up to 1 km, is given below.23
2 = 1449.2 + 4.6) − 0.055)2 + 0.00029)3 + (1.34 − 0.01)) (( − 35) + 0.016H (2.3)
Where sound speed (2) is in m/s, temperature () ) in degrees Celsius, salinity (() in parts per thou-
sand, and depth (H) in meters.4 More accurate calculations of sound speed typically include more
terms and have more specific initial conditions, such as Mackenzie’s nine term version, which
may be used for depths up to 8 km.5
By using only a vertical profile of sound speed with depth, we make the assumption for the
analysis in this work that the sound speed is otherwise range independent. This means we do
not consider changes to sound speed with varying latitude and longitude, which is a reasonable
assumption for calculations taking place over short ranges. It is important to note, however, that
at very long ranges (e.g. trans-oceanic) additional complexity in the range dependence of the
sound speed must be considered, particularly for depths below 1 km.67 Oceanographic currents,
fronts, and eddies also influence the horizontal sound speed field, and are similarly not consid-
ered for the purposes of this work.
2Medwin, Speed of sound in water: A simple equation for realistic parameters.
3Medwin and Clay, Fundamentals of Acoustical Oceanography.
4Jensen, Kuperman, Porter, and Schmidt, Computational Ocean Acoustics, p. 3.
5Mackenzie, “Nine-term equation for sound speed in the oceans”.
6Spiesberger and Metzger, “A new algorithm for sound speed in seawater”.
7Spiesberger and Metzger, “New estimates of sound speed in water”.
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Figure 2.1: Raw data of pressure, temperature, salinity, and sound speed taken in the Beaufort Sea during
March of 2020. Salinity is derived from conductivity, absolute pressure is converted to depth,
and the Mackenzie equation is used to obtain the resulting sound speed in m/s.
An example Beaufort Sea profile of temperature, salinity, pressure, and resulting sound speed
is shown in Figure 2.1. As expected from the large temperature terms present in Equation 2.3,
the shape of the resulting profile is strongly influenced by the warm layer from 30 to 90 m. With
sound speed thus defined as a function of depth, the column of water can then be modelled as
an acoustic waveguide, bounded by the sea surface at the top and the sea floor at the bottom. In
Arctic applications, the sea surface may also include an ice layer with a defined thickness and
composition.
17
Figure 2.2: Illustration of Snell’s Law
2.1.1 Ray Tracing
Waves of sound refract within the acoustic waveguide according to Snell’s Law (Equation 2.4),
which describes the conservation of energy and momentum for a wave over an interface of two
distinct mediums as shown in Figure 2.2.
21 sin \1 = 22 sin \2 (2.4)
Since sound speed is not constant within the vertical water column, each incremental step taken
by a wave results in a new \2 which changes the ray’s direction. If 22 is higher than 21, the ray
will have a shallower \2, refracting upwards. Conversely, if 22 is lower than 21, the ray will have
a steeper \2, refracting downwards. Generally, rays travel outwardly from a source and refract
towards depths with lower sound speed. A common phrase is that sound is ‘lazy’ in this way,
meaning that cooler layers of water collect slow moving sound.
Ray tracing is a modellingmethod for rays of sound emanating from a source in a given waveg-
uide. A set of ray-tracing equations derived from Equations 2.1 and 2.4 can be used to determine
an individual ray’s path and the pressure amplitude of the ray along it.8 Using a point-source
approximation, a fan of rays with varied initial transmission angles can be solved to show the
behavior of sound in a certain environment. An example Munk SSP alongside a plot of seven
rays is shown in Figure 2.3.9 All the rays tend to bend toward the lowest region of sound speed,
and oscillate around the minimum near 1200 m in depth.
With a large number of rays, an acoustic pressure field can be calculated to show the effect of
the acoustic source at many ranges and depths. For each possible receiver location, the complex
amplitudes of the rays that arrive at that specific location, referred to as eigenrays or ‘arrivals’, can
be combined to represent the total acoustic pressure field. In this work we consider incoherent
8Jensen, Kuperman, Porter, and Schmidt, Computational Ocean Acoustics, Ch. 3.
9Jensen, Kuperman, Porter, and Schmidt, Computational Ocean Acoustics, p. 212.
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Figure 2.3: Example Ray-tracing Plot for a Non-linear SSP (Munk Profile). Ray-tracing Matlab program
written in collaboration with Ariel Chouchana & Kurran Singh based on a template made by
Dr. Rui Chen during the Environmental Ocean Acoustics course (2.681).
transmission loss, which is the determination of the pressure field by the sum of the square ab-
solute complex amplitudes of arrivals (# ) referenced in dB to an underwater source producing
1 `P of pressure at 1 m given by Equation 2.5.
TL(@, H) = −20 log10
(∑#





For theMunk SSP discussed before, the transmission loss plot using this relationship is shown in
Figure 2.4 for a 10 kHz source using 2000 rays. The plot shows that as rays propagate outwards
from a source, the overall field loses amplitude, but less rapidly in some areas relative to others.
In this way, transmission loss plots are used to characterize the propagation of sound generally
in an ocean environment.
Although ray methods are computationally quick and physically intuitive, there are notable
caveats and assumptions. The source frequency is assumed to be high (i.e. wavelength is short)
and surface compositions are often approximated. When calculating the pressure field, regions
where no rays propagate will have an artificially asymptotic result. This caustic effect can gener-
ally be reduced by including a sufficiently large amount of rays in the pressure field calculation,
but the effect may still be observed in shadow zone regions.
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Figure 2.4: Example Transmission Loss Plot for aNon-linear SSP (Munk Profile) for a 10 kHz source using
2000 rays. Generated with BELLHOP.
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2.2 Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
The traditional performance metric in underwater acoustics for communication between a set of
transducers is the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). It represents the combined effect of a source, the
ambient noise present in the environment, and the transmission loss of the source from a known
SSP. The relationship, also sometimes referred to as the sonar equation, is given below.
SNR = SL − NL − TL (2.6)
Where SL (Source Level) is the acoustic source level, NL (Noise Level) is the level of background
noise, and TL is as described in Equation 2.5.10 All terms are conveyed in decibels (dB) referenced
to an acoustic level 1 m from a source producing 1 `P of pressure.
SNR can be modelled entirely on the known acoustic environment, and in this format does
not include losses inherent to the hardware of the receiver. It assumes only that a receiver would
sense the resulting signal level at a given depth and range. While the transmission loss calculation
takes into account the complex phase component of an arrival’s amplitude, the total SNR field
represents a static moment in time from a continuous source transmission. It assumes that all
possible arrival paths are being received at the same moment in time from a continuously trans-
mitting source, when in reality this may not be the case from a pulsed or windowed transmitter.
Sometimes, the simple reception of sound in general from a known source location may be suf-
ficient for a platform’s operation. In a positioning method known as ultra-short baseline (USBL),
a transmitter mounted on a platform with a known location (such as a ship with GPS) sends an
acoustic pulse to an underwater collaborator (such as an AUV). The time it takes for the pulse
to arrive at the collaborator can be converted into a range and, depending on the number of re-
ceivers present, direction to the transmitter. The collaborator then transmits a similar pulse, and
the first platform can perform the same calculation in reverse. In this example, the timing of the
acoustic pulse – and therefore receiving the pulse at all – is the main component that matters.
Other applications use sound to instead send a digital acoustic message. In this context, in-
formation is modulated into an acoustic pulse by a modem (MOdulation-DEModulation), trans-
mitted, received, and then demodulated for use by the receiving platform.
10Jensen, Kuperman, Porter, and Schmidt, Computational Ocean Acoustics, p. 711.
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2.3 Minimum Achievable Error (MAE)
While good for estimating reception likelihood based on the environment alone, SNR may not
fully account for modem-specific considerations. Multi-path propagation complicates the tim-
ing of discrete-time signals processing equipment, or operations where the timing and duration
of a signal is a predominant factor. Therefore it would be desirable to have a metric that can also
inform the quality of message reception and subsequently the likelihood of successful decoding.
In general, underwater digital acoustic communication can be characterized as lossy, while
having high latency and low bandwidth. Unlike electromagnetic forms of digital communica-
tion, the speed of sound in water limits the volume and speed of information transfer, requiring
creative means to encode as much data as reliably as possible. Often, information in known for-
mats (such as marine industry standardized NMEA 0183 sentences) can be manipulated with
algorithms to compress data to use as small a number of zeros and ones as possible.11 Binary data
is then translated in a modulation routine into the transmission itself.
One such modulation routine is referred to as Phase-Shift Keying (PSK). Given that sound is a
wave, it follows a sinusoidal pattern with a defined phase. By shifting the phase of a transmission
to represent a 0 or a 1, a modem encodes digital information into an analog signal. In Quadrature
Phase-Shift Keying, the sum of a modulated sine (quadrature component) and cosine (in-phase
component) are used to represent four combinations of binary numbers rather than a single 0 or
1 individually (i.e. 00, 01, 10, & 11). Since the ambient environment can have a strong dilating and
distorting effect on an original signal, a high degree of fidelity in message decoding is important
to minimize symbol loss.
This inherently imposes additional requirements beyond the simple ability to receive a trans-
mission. When the transmission arrives, it needs to be sufficiently intact such that the modem
can interpret themessage correctly. Timing becomes extremely important tomodem operations;
when to begin demodulating, accounting for Doppler shift between the platforms, discriminat-
ing between two arrivals of the same message, etc. Receivers in multi-path propagation environ-
ments must deal with ancillary arrivals of the same message as ‘noise’ and cope with ice-bounce
effects as well as all other noise sources.
In this case, underwater acousticmodemsmay employ an adaptive decision feedback equalizer
to reduce inter-symbol interference in multi-path environments.12 As part of the overall modem
hardware, the equalizer’s function is to take an input from the ambient environment, estimate the
effect it will have, and attempt to reverse that effect on the incoming signal in order to improve
11Shannon, “A mathematical theory of communication”.
12Gallimore, Partan, Vaughn, Singh, Shusta, and Freitag, “TheWHOImicromodem-2: A scalable system for acoustic
communications and networking”.
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the quality of the decoded data. That discrete-time estimation, or decision feedback element,
takes both the time-varying acoustic environment and the hardware properties of the modem
into account.
A detailed analysis of the calculation of a performance estimate called MAE for three differ-
ent types of equalizers can be found in J. Preisig (2005).13 The same adaptive estimation that an
equalizer ismakingmay be replicatedmathematically and used independently as a predictive per-
formance metric. MAE can then be used to evaluate the same grid of receiver ranges and depths
as SNR, but includes the modem’s own adaptive decision feedback as part of the model. A brief
summary of this method follows, which is based on the operation of a channel estimate-based
decision feedback equalizer (CE-DFE). Example code used to calculate MAE from a BELLHOP
arrivals file is included in Appendix A.2.
From a known set of arrivals and the receiver’s heading and speed, the Doppler shift for each
eigenray, denoted by 7, can be calculated as follows.
537 = 1 +
D@( cos( \(7) − D@' cos( \'7)
2
(2.7)
And the delay by,
337 = cos|37 | (1 + D@' cos( \'7)) (2.8)
Where 537 is the Doppler shift of the eigenray, \(7 is the source declination angle, \'7 is the receiver
declination angle, D@( is the relative velocity of the source to the receiver, and D@' is the relative
velocity of the receiver to the source.
The Doppler scaled waveform impulse response is then generated using the Doppler shift and
delay of each eigenray, the modem bandwidth (), carrier frequency (c), sampling frequency
(s), and desired number of discrete fast Fourier transform samples (nfft). Then, given ambient
noise level (NL), channel baud, and equalizer feed forward taps, a matrix of cross spectral density
and down-sampled noise covariance can be estimated. The sync-point, or point of maximum
impulse response, is determined in order to set the scale of a discrete Green’s function, which is
then combined with the noise correlation to calculate MAE as below.
MAE = −10 log10
1
1 + 6̂ℎ0&̂−1 6̂0
(2.9)
Where &̂ is the estimated effective noise correlation matrix, and 6̂0 is a column vector of the
estimated impulse response at discrete time n = 0.
13Preisig, “Performance analysis of adaptive equalization for coherent acoustic communications in the time-varying
ocean environment”.
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In summary, this calculation takes both the environment and modem into account to evalu-
ate performance. However, MAE can be time consuming and computationally expensive since
it requires many instances of impulse response to be generated for a single possible receiver lo-
cation. More practically, modem parameters may not always be available to a decision-maker
even if computational resources are not limited. While SNR is a faster, lighter performance met-
ric, MAE is much more robust – a metric that would provide an ‘in-between’ level of evaluation
might be desired instead.
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2.4 Multi-path Penalty (MPP)
A third performancemetric,MPP, is an informedmodification of the traditional SNR calculation.
MPP = SL − NL − TL −MPL (2.10)
Where MPL is then given by:






− 1 # (2.11)
%mpp is the power of the second strongest ray arriving less than g seconds before or after the next
ray, %max is the power of the strongest arriving ray, > is the multi-path penalty factor, # is the
total number of top and bottom bounces on the eigenrays, and 1 is the bounce penalty factor.
MPP simply penalizes receiver ranges and depths that experience multiple strong arrivals, and
paths that experience many bounces. Ideally, this new metric would combine the advantages of
both SNR and MAE. By introducing the variables >, 1, and g, the goal is to recapture some of
the advantages associated with a modem decision feedback equalizer. Since MAE takes arrival
timing, strength, and bounce effects into account, these new variables would modify the more
traditional SNR calculation to achieve a lightweight, better performance metric.
While the ray methods described previously provide the arrival inputs to this calculation, the
three engineering variables (>, 1, and g) are arbitrary and must be empirically determined. Since
the Arctic environment of the Beaufort Lens is a challenging multi-path environment, the main
goal of this thesis will be to determine the settings of the three engineering variables for the
Beaufort Sea to improve digital acoustic communication. The working hypotheses of this metric
are:
• Proper settings of >, 1, and g for a given environment will maximize MPP’s performance.
• MPPwill produce performance improvement over SNR because it takes the power, timing,
and physical path of each arrival into account.
• MPP and MAE will produce similar performance because both take the multi-path ambi-
ent environment and arrival timing into account.
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3 Methods & Setup
In March of 2020, the Laboratory for Autonomous Marine Sensing Systems (LAMSS)1 partici-
pated in the US Navy’s ICEX20 on the sea ice of the Beaufort Sea, North of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska.
The on-ice science team consisted of Prof. Henrik Schmidt, Dr. Toby Schneider (GobySoft, LLC),
graduate students Oscar Víquez & Dr. Rui Chen, LCDR Daniel Goodwin and myself.
In the experiment a Bluefin-21 AUV,Macrura, was deployed under the ice in an acoustic net-
work consisting of four ice-moored buoys arranged in a square with an area of roughly 4 km2.
Each buoywas configuredwith two hydrophones, one placed at 30m and the other at 90m depth.
One set of diagonal buoys were configured with the ability to transmit at 30 m, and the other set
at 90 m. Figure 3.1 shows the acoustic range and equipment setup.2 This underwater acous-
tic network employed WHOI Micromodem-2 modules3 with a carrier frequency of 10 kHz for
digital acoustic messages on a time-synchronized, alternating 15 second transmission schedule
between the buoys andMacrura.
While the primary research objective during ICEX20 was to demonstrate a novel under-ice
navigation framework, it also provided the opportunity to evaluate modem performance in the
real environment. MPP was integrated into the autonomy suite prior to the experiment, and was
calculated alongside SNR for several deployments by the modem network software. As a rough
estimate, > of 3, 1 of 3, and g of 20 ms were used in the configuration.
The amount of data gained in ICEX20 regarding modem performance was somewhat sparse,
but statistics of modem performance between the four buoys and with Macrura were collected.
This initial result, showing average packet success with range for the buoy combinations of 30 m
and 90 m alongside predicted MPP and SNR was published by Dr. Toby Schneider shortly after
the experiment.4 Average packet success in this case is the percentage of transmitted messages
that were successfully received and decoded for a given range bin. For both transmission layers,
1The Laboratory for Autonomous Marine Sensing Systems.
2Randeni, Schneider, and Schmidt, “Construction of a high-resolution under-ice AUV navigation framework using
a multidisciplinary virtual environment”.
3Gallimore, Partan, Vaughn, Singh, Shusta, and Freitag, “TheWHOImicromodem-2: A scalable system for acoustic
communications and networking”.














Figure 3.1: LAMSS ICEX20 Beaufort Sea Experiment Setup. Figure Credit: Dr. Supun Randeni & Dr.
EeShan Bhatt
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packet success more closely followed MPP than SNR over all ranges. In particular, SNR over-
estimates packet success in the shallow transmit, shallow receive scenario at all ranges.
Throughout the five day set of AUV operations, ten CTD casts were opportunistically collected
for use by the navigation framework, and to examine acoustic environment variability over the
course of the experiment. The first five in chronological order were obtained with a retrievable
RBRConcerto-3 CTD profiler, and the latter five were obtainedwith expendable LockheedMar-
tin XCTD-1 modules. The environmental variation and impact on the acoustic operations of the
vehicle navigation system is the subject of ongoing research.
In the following analysis, the real data from a CTD (RBR) profile obtained onMarch 9, 2020 at
1202 AKST (71.184,-142.407) is used in the ray-tracing and arrival generating software as well as
within the LAMSS autonomy suite. Below 300 m, the profile is supplemented with a smoothed
curve of modelled and real data from two external resources, based on methods presented by E.
Bhatt (2021).5 The modelled data is from the Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM)6 and
the real data is from the WHOI Ice-tethered Profiler (ITP) program.7 Bathymetry in the opera-
tional region of ICEX20 was not flat, but is assumed to be constant at 2680 m for this analysis.
3.1 LAMSS Autonomy & Utilities
The autonomy software used in this research is a collection of applications implemented with
MOOS-IvP (MissionOrientedOperating Suite-Interval Programming), OceanAcoustics Library
(OALIB)8 ocean modeling tools, and various third-party interfaces — collectively referred to as
the LAMSS autonomy codebase. MOOS-IvP9 extends the MOOS10 robot middleware with an
autonomous helm, a suite of helm behaviors, run-time utilities and post-mission analysis tools.
Behaviors in the IvP Helm are coordinated using multi-objective optimization.
A MOOS-IvP enabled vehicle contains a database process called the MOOSDB, which is a
publish-subscribe application that coordinates other applications running in parallel. Applica-
tions may subscribe to a number of variables, for example ‘NAV_X’ and ‘NAV_Y’, which may be
primarily updated by an app publishing data from aGPS receiver. At a controlled timing interval,
these apps interact with the database and perform their functions. A single MOOSDB and con-
5Bhatt, “A Virtual Ocean framework for environmentally adaptive, embedded acoustic navigation on autonomous
underwater vehicles”.
6Chassignet, Hurlburt, Smedstad, Halliwell, Hogan, Wallcraft, Baraille, and Bleck, “The HYCOM (HYbrid Coordi-
nate Ocean Model) data assimilative system”.





nected apps are referred to as as ‘MOOS community’, and it is possible to run multiple commu-
nities on a single vehicle, or single communities on multiple vehicles. Apps to control hardware
are common, but more oftenMOOS-IvP is employed to control autonomous decision-making as
a ‘backseat’ computer while a separate, interfaced ‘frontseat’ computer translates backseat com-
mands into direct vehicle control signals. This makes it easy to separate the autonomy software
from the actual vehicle for testing and simulation. In the LAMSS codebase, multiple communi-
ties can be launched on a single Ubuntu machine to simulate a vehicle backseat, frontseat, and a
command community (generally referred to as ‘topside’ in AUV mission sets).
The LAMSS autonomy codebase includes apps to handle acoustic communications, under-ice
navigation, environmentally adaptive vehicle behaviors, mission & contact management, array
processing, and real time ocean environment simulation & prediction, among others. In particu-
lar, LAMSS includes the VirtualOcean simulator, which is able to produce real signals propagated
through the ocean environment and send them with proper timing to real hardware, if config-
ured.11 Given environmental parameters for sound speed, noise frequency band & directionality,
ice properties, bathymetry, floor properties, and a number of other environmental inputs, the Vir-
tual Ocean can reproduce the impulse response of the ocean onto an original, real transmission.
The simulator accurately reproduces attenuation, refraction, reflection, and ambient noise, re-
sulting in a high-fidelity ‘received’ signal being passed to receiving modem hardware in real-time
with proper time delay. In this work, the ability to simulate and recreate the ICEX20 experiment
in a high fidelity autonomy simulation with real modem hardware is employed to investigate the
various metrics and settings.
3.1.1 Adaptive Depth Behavior
The vehicle can be configured to adaptively seek the best depth to communicate with a collabo-
rator based on SNR, MPP (with desired >, 1, & g), or MAE. The program controlling this input
to the depth behavior, called pDepthAdapt, interfaces with other applications to calculate SNR,
MPP, or MAE directly and convert it to an equivalent utility for depth choice comparison. The
autonomy suite then decides which depth is most desired and directs the frontseat computer to
achieve and maintain the depth, which is updated based on the vehicle’s current range to the
receiver target.
The ray method software employed to generate arrivals for the range and depth possibilities
is BELLHOP, an acoustic ray-tracing software maintained by OAL.12 Given an environmental
11Schneider and Schmidt, “NETSIM: A realtime virtual ocean hardware-in-the-loop acoustic modem network sim-
ulator”.
12Porter, The BELLHOP Manual and User’s Guide.
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parameter definition file ‘.env’ it calculates and stores the eigenrays for the specified ranges and
depths in an arrivals file ‘.arr’. This file is then read by pDepthAdapt and the configured metric
calculation is performed.













Where " is a metric value for a given receiver location and the resulting " is the normalized
value expressed in percent utility from 0 to 100. That is, for any metric level greater than or
equal to 80 dB, the equivalent utility is 100%. For metric levels lower than or equal to 17.5 dB
the equivalent utility is 0%. This method roughly conforms a given matrix of receiver depth and
range metrics to a bounded value of utility for use by the MOOS-IvP decision helm. Converting
to percent utility is also a more intuitive value for a human decision-maker than one reported in
‘performance metric decibels’.
The main drawback of this metric conversion, apart from its basis on the sparse ICEX20
dataset, is how it treats the magnitude of negative values. The SNR calculation does not produce
negative numbers, but theMPL calculation of Equation 2.11 allows for increasingly negative val-
ues as > and 1 become larger. TheMAE calculation results in themagnitude of a complex number
and thus does not produce negative numbers. Therefore, it can be expected that asMPP becomes
more negative, the effect of an increasing penalty will become fractionally smaller as the negative
values at a certain location ‘floor’ to 0% utility.
It is also important to note that while pDepthAdapt is running, competing inputs are also im-
pacting the control decisions made by the MOOS-IvP helm for depth choice. For example, in
real and simulated experiments, Macrura is limited by separate behaviors to prevent exceeding
200 m for hardware limit concerns and from impacting the overhead ice keel. The helm then
chooses depth that best solves the input constraints, and continues to re-solve the problem at the
predetermined interval with the most recently published inputs.
To summarize, a known environment is loaded into the LAMSS autonomy suite, then pDepthAdapt
interfaces with BELLHOP to compute arrivals, perform the metric calculation, and convert the
metric grid to utility before sending the information to the vehicle’s IvP-Helm decision-maker.
The engineering variables present in the calculation ofMPP are >, g, and 1 as discussed in the pre-
vious chapter, while MAE depends on many inputs from the vehicle itself as well as the onboard
modem. A visual of this information flow path is shown in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: LAMSS Metric Calculation Flowchart. Blue represents data obtained outside of the LAMSS
autonomy framework, green is the computational flow through the application pDepthAdapt,
and purple is made either by an autonomous vehicle’s IvP-Helm or a human decision-maker.
3.1.2 Netsim: Hardware-in-the-Loop
In advance of the ICEX20 experiment, engineering tests of the autonomy suite on actual hard-
ware were performed to simulate as closely as possible real-time operations. Apart from testing
Macrura itself, a micromodem setup mimicking the topside hardware arrangement for the ex-
periment was also tested.
The hardware setup used, called Netsim, consists of an audio simulation server, GPS module
for Precise Positioning Service (PPS) timing, four independent WHOI Micromodem-2 modules,
an off the shelf audio mixer, and an internet router for remote testing.13 The connections and
basic configuration are shown in Figure 3.3. Themodems encode, generate, transmit, receive and
decode actual acoustic messages exactly as they would if deployed in the field. Logged modem
data include actual SNR in and out, Mean Square Error (MSE), packet success, and a variety of
other modem statistics.14 The server, running the LAMSS Virtual Ocean discussed previously,
uses the audio mixer to appropriately synthesize the input signal at the receiving modem with
the environmental impulse response modelled for the receiver location. A computer running a
13Schneider and Schmidt, “NETSIM: A realtime virtual ocean hardware-in-the-loop acoustic modem network sim-
ulator”.
14Micromodem-2 User’s Guide (Version number: 1.2).
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Figure 3.3: NetsimHardware-in-the-Loop Server, Remote Interface, AudioMixer, &Micromodem Setup.
Figure Credit: Dr. Toby Schneider
LAMSS autonomy simulation can remotely connect to Netsim and make use of the modems as
if an actual operation were taking place.
The same framework is nowused to test the performance of the various communicationmetric
configurations. In this way, Netsim may be used to generate a larger dataset than was acquired
during ICEX20 to evaluate the response of SNR, MPP, and MAE.
3.2 Mission Setup to Test Metrics
The simplest setup is to send a simulated Macrura to perform a ‘lawnmower’ pattern, while al-
lowing it to choose its own depth to maximize communication packets with a single buoy (H1) at
a single receiving depth. Since the ICEX20 acoustic environment has a strong layer and shadow
zone effect, simulation missions are set up to obtain sufficient data for a collaborator receiver
above the Beaufort Lens (Shallow, 30 m), and then repeated with the receiver below the lens
(Deep, 90 m). Simulation missions are also configured to significantly challenge the range be-
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Figure 3.4: An example lawnmower run pattern, as shown by the MOOS app pMarineViewer. The outer
blue cyan line is Macrura’s operational box. The white path shows the pattern, with blue dots
at the corners representing waypoint objectives. The three buoy locations are labelled ‘h1’, ‘h2’,
and ‘h3’. The overlapping points and text represent actual and corrected track solutions for
Macrura’s location as produced by the navigation simulation and ICNN.
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tweenMacrura andH1, out to approximately 8 km. An example of a lawnmower pattern is shown
in Figure 3.4. Of note, Netsim has a total of four Micromodems, which allows for three buoys
plus one forMacrura rather than four individual buoys as were used in ICEX20.
Ideally, a single ‘fire and forget’ configuration of MPP settings for the general environment
would be most desirable during a vehicle deployment. While the analysis is performed specifi-
cally for the observed environment of the Beaufort Sea, the same method could be employed to
determine the best settings for a different SSP. The simulation test plan procedure is outlined as
follows.
1. Load the desired environment and bathymetry into Netsim and the local LAMSS config-
uration.
2. Validate packet success statistics at knowndepths for the loaded environment. WithMacrura
limited to a single depth, collect modem statistics to all three receiver buoys as below:
• Macrura shallow, buoys shallow.
• Macrura shallow, buoys deep.
• Macrura deep, buoys shallow.
• Macrura deep, buoys deep.
Calculate actual packet success for appropriate range bins. Determine if an adjustment
is needed to the metric-utility conversion (Equation 3.1) by comparing packet success to
predicted SNR, MAE, and varied settings of MPP over the same range bins.
3. Determine SNR performance. With Macrura employing an adaptive depth behavior, col-
lect modem statistics to a single collaborator buoy (H1) as below:
• Macrura adaptive (SNR), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (SNR), H1 deep.
Calculate percent of messages received and percent decoded.
4. Determine MAE performance. WithMacrura employing an adaptive depth behavior, col-
lect modem statistics to a single collaborator buoy (H1) as below:
• Macrura adaptive (MAE), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MAE), H1 deep.
Calculate percent of messages received and percent decoded.
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5. Determine best settings for > in the given environment. Set an initial 1 to 0 and g to 20 ms.
With Macrura employing an adaptive depth behavior, collect modem statistics to a single
collaborator buoy (H1) as below:
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 1), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 1), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 2), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 2), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 3), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 3), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 4), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 4), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 5), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, > = 5), H1 deep.
Calculate percent of messages received and percent decoded, choose the best result to set
> for the desired operational range.
6. Determine best settings for 1 in the given environment. Set > to the best performing value
as determined previously, and hold g to 20 ms. WithMacrura employing an adaptive depth
behavior, collect modem statistics to a single collaborator buoy (H1) as below:
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 1), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 1), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 2), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 2), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 3), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 3), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 4), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 4), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 5), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, 1 = 5), H1 deep.
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Calculate percent of messages received and percent decoded, choose the best result to set
1 for the desired operational range.
7. Validate g. Set > and 1 to the best performing values as determined previously. With
Macrura employing an adaptive depth behavior, collect modem statistics to a single col-
laborator buoy (H1) as below:
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, g = 15 ms), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, g = 15 ms), H1 deep.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, g = 25 ms), H1 shallow.
• Macrura adaptive (MPP, g = 25 ms), H1 deep.
Calculate percent of messages received and percent decoded, choose the best result to set
g for the desired operational range. Repeat the entire procedure as necessary to obtain
sufficient message samples to constrain the setting variance.
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4 Results
4.1 Basic Metric Plots & Comparison
The following series of figures show the results of the SNR, MPP, and MAE calculation for the
single assumed Beaufort Sea SSP used in all Netsim ICEX20 simulations. In all these figures, the
plots are repeated for a shallow (30 m) and deep (90 m) transmitter to illustrate the effect above
and below the Beaufort Lens. MPP is repeated several times at different configurations to show
the effect of varying >, 1, and g.
Figure 4.1 shows the SNR result in in dB, calculated using Equation 2.6 implemented inMatlab
(Appendix A.1), with a source level of 183 dB re 1 `P, 1 m and noise level of 40 dB 1 `P, 1 m. These
assumed levels are the same used in the Netsim simulator and during ICEX20. SNR converted
to utility with Equation 3.1 is shown in Figure 4.2. The resulting plot is a smooth representation
largely driven by the incoherent transmission loss treatment of the arrival data.
Using the same assumed source and noise levels, plots of MPP for varied > of 1, 2, 3 and 10
are shown in Figure 4.3. Only > is varied, with 1 set to 0 and g set to 20 ms. Similarly, the same
calculation converted to utility is shown in Figure 4.4. As expected, the plot is similar to the SNR
representation, with specific areas penalized based on arrival characterization.
A penalty of 10 is shown only for illustrative purposes, but was not configured in the test
plan. The extreme penalty shows large areas in both the shallow and deep source where multi-
path areas are nearly removed. Further analysis would be required to determine how much of
the pattern is due to cell-edge caustics introduced by the ray methods over the specific range
and depth grid. However, the resulting plot and the impact the large penalty has on the grid of
possibilities is exactly what Macrura, another AUV, or a human would employ to make a depth
decision, caustics included.
Figure 4.5 shows MPP for varied 1 of 1, 2, 3 and 10, with > held at 3 and g to 20 ms. Again, a
bounce penalty of 10 was not used in the calculation, but is shown for illustrative purposes. As
bounce penalty increases, the bounce paths predictably fade – most notably in the shallow case
near the ice sheet. The shallow case also shows a progressively penalized area in the upwardly
refracting region near 5 km. In the deep case, the bottom bounce penalty appears to have a less
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Modem Parameter (Assumed) Value
Source Level 183 dB
Noise Level 40 dB
Relative velocities 0 m/s
Bandwidth 4 kHz
Sampling Frequency (Fs) 40 kHz
Symbol rate 18 baud
Feed Forward Taps 21
Feed Back Taps 20
Discrete Fourier transform bins 2048
Table 4.1: MAE Assumptions & Modem Parameters
significant effect, given the predominantly direct path arrival structure. Figure 4.6 shows the
utility conversion.
When g is varied with > held to 3 and 1 to 0, it does not appear to significantly change within
the same order of magnitude. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show g set to 15 ms, 20 ms, and 25 ms, with
little change. Thus, the change between adaptive depth performance for varied g will likely be
small.
For the MAE plots and the Netsim missions, the assumptions for modem parameters are
shown in Table 4.1. The parameters were chosen to match the SNR & MPP scenarios and are
an estimate of parameters for a WHOI Micromodem-2. Figure 4.9 shows the result of the cal-
culation implemented in Matlab (Appendix A.2). While the general shape of the contour plot is
similar at both source depths to the SNR and MPP plots, the result shows a higher bias toward
locations closer to the source location. Additionally, though the MAE results are also in decibels,
the result does not fall below 0 as it does in MPP. Another interesting feature is a near-vertical
line near approximately 2.8 km in both the shallow and deep plots. This could be a result from a
bottom bounce path of the assumed bathymetry.
Figure 4.10 shows the conversion to utility. The first observation of this result is that the
metric conversion may not be appropriate to scale MAE in the same way it applies to SNR and
MPP. While the metric conversion was tied to the ICEX packet success data, the scale dampens
the MAE result, which has a lower range in dB. This implies that the AUV may have a harder
time distinguishing utility between bins for low MAE dB. Recalibration of MAE appears to be
required, and will be discussed in Section 4.2.3.
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Figure 4.1: Signal-to-Noise Ratio (in dB) for various depths and ranges using arrivals modelled in BELL-
HOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during ICEX20 (9MAR 20 1202 AKST,
CTD-2).
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Figure 4.2: Utility converted Signal-to-Noise Ratio (in % utility) for various depths and ranges using ar-
rivalsmodelled in BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on aCTD cast collected during ICEX20
(9 MAR 20 1202 AKST, CTD-2).
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Figure 4.3: Multi-path Penalty (various >) (in dB) for various depths and ranges using arrivals modelled in
BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202
AKST, CTD-2).
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Figure 4.4: Utility converted Multi-path Penalty (various >) (in % utility) for various depths and ranges
using arrivals modelled in BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during
ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202 AKST, CTD-2).
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Figure 4.5: Multi-path Penalty (various 1) (in dB) for various depths and ranges using arrivals modelled in
BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202
AKST, CTD-2).
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Figure 4.6: Utility converted Multi-path Penalty (various 1) (in % utility) for various depths and ranges
using arrivals modelled in BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during
ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202 AKST, CTD-2).
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Figure 4.7: Multi-path Penalty (various g) (in dB) for various depths and ranges using arrivals modelled in
BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202
AKST, CTD-2). The middle row of plots represents g = 20 ms, as do all others in the analysis
unless specifically denoted otherwise.
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Figure 4.8: Utility converted Multi-path Penalty (various g) (in % utility) for various depths and ranges
using arrivals modelled in BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during
ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202 AKST, CTD-2). The middle row of plots represents g = 20 ms, as do
all others in the analysis unless specifically denoted otherwise.
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Figure 4.9: Minimum Achievable Error (in dB) for various depths and ranges using arrivals modelled in
BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202
AKST, CTD-2). MAE was calculated at each receiver point assuming a stationary source and
receiver (i.e. zero Doppler case)
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Figure 4.10: Utility convertedMinimumAchievable Error (in % utility) for various depths and ranges using
arrivals modelled in BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on a CTD cast collected during
ICEX20 (9MAR 20 1202 AKST, CTD-2). MAEwas calculated at each receiver point assuming
a stationary source and receiver (i.e. zero Doppler case)
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4.2 Single Depth Source & Receiver Analysis
4.2.1 Metric Plot Data at Single Depths
Using the data from the previous plots, a horizontal slice at either the shallow or deep receiver
range is taken and plotted relative to the other metrics. Figure 4.11 shows SNR and MPP with
varied > on the left axis, and MAE on the right for shallow and deep combinations of the source
(transmitter - tx) and receiver (rx). SNR is plotted as the solid black line at the very top of all the
MPP lines, which overlap on SNR at certain ranges where no penalty is applicable. The curve for
SNR on all the plots is substantially more flat than any of the MPP curves. Even though MAE is
plotted on a smaller axis, SNR is still smoother in general, which is supported by Figures 4.1 and
4.2 shown previously.
In all the plots, the additive behavior of penalty forMPP on certain ranges where multi-path is
present is easier to see than in the full-field receiver grid of the previous Figures. In the first plot
(shallow to shallow) the influence of the many top bounce paths present in the upper layer near
the ice are apparent, and the return of rays from below the layer near 6 km is also visible. The
second plot (shallow to deep) shows even the near-range effect of MPP, which becomes apparent
within 1 km, and the earlier arrival (in-range) of the returning below-layer paths from the source
at around 5 km. The shadow zone for this Beaufort Sea environment is well observed in the third
and fourth plots from 2 - 3 km and then 3 - 4 km, respectively.
Figure 4.11 also supports the idea that MPP more closely matches MAE than SNR. On all the
plots, even a modest penalty value appears to modify the line to better trend with MAE, par-
ticularly at multi-path rich regions. For example, on the third plot (deep to shallow) the region
between 3 and 5 km is modelled as a flat, uniform line in SNR, but MAE and MPP capture the
more complex environmental problem.
As a visual for the ‘flooring’ effect of the metric utility conversion, Figure 4.12 shows the same
data as Figure 4.11. Since the previous section noted that the metric utility conversion would
not be an appropriate choice for MAE, the conversion is shown only for MPP. All four plots
suggest that none of the depicted > values will return a completely flat result when employed in
the autonomy suite, giving room to evaluate > in the test procedure to find an ideal value.
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Figure 4.11: SNR, MPP (Various >), and MAE for Single Source & Receiver Depths
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Figure 4.12: SNR & MPP Converted to Utility for Single Source & Receiver Depths. This conversion to a
percent utility is the normalization used byMacrura’s adaptive depth behavior.
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4.2.2 Single Depth Netsim Packet Success
Netsim is now employed withMacrura at a single depth to obtain simulated packet success statis-
tics with range. Figure 4.13 shows the packet success at the receiver for either the shallow or deep
location with range. The left column of plots represents transmissions from Macrura held at 30
m, and the right column at 90 m. The first row closely mirrors the result of T. Schneider (2020)1
in format, with packet success in red and predicted SNR in dashed blue for the two receiver
depths. The second row has the same packet success data, but has MPP with varied > (1 = 0, g
= 20 ms) instead of SNR. The third row shows the MAE comparison, and the fourth shows the
modem-reported SNR-in statistics, which are closely correlated to packet success as expected.
The most interesting result of this plot is that for the shallow-shallow case (and to a lesser
extent, the shallow-deep case), all metrics under-predict packet success. Both the Virtual Ocean
software used by Netsim and the metric calculations utilize the same BELLHOP output file and
settings to model the overhead ice layer, which suggests this is unexpected. However, referring
to Figure 4.12, the utility conversion appears to adequately cover this discrepancy with a much
flatter curve in general for the 2 - 6 km range in that case. Re-plotting packet success with MPP
converted to utility, Figure 4.14 indeed shows better approximation at the 5 km reference point.
This supports the implementation of the conversion metric as derived from the real ICEX20 data
for MPP, since packet success in this case is not obtained from a depth decision.
1Schneider, Schmidt, and Randeni, “Self-Adapting Under-Ice Integrated Communications and Navigation Net-
work”.
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Figure 4.13: NETSIM Packet Success compared for various metrics. Data generated from single depth
lawnmower runs betweenMacrura and buoy H1.
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Figure 4.14: NETSIM Packet Success vs. MPP (Various >) Utility, calculated using the utility conversion
based on data from ICEX20.
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Figure 4.15: NETSIM Packet Success vs. MAE Utility. The first plot shows MAE calculated using the
initial utility conversion, while the second plot shows a recalibrated utility conversion derived
from NETSIM packet success data.
4.2.3 MAE Recalibration
MAE, however, does not appropriately scale to observed packet success when converted to utility,
made very apparent in the first plot of Figure 4.15. As expected, MAE is poorly correlated in the
mid-range in particular, and inappropriately floors to 0 at several points. The conversion for
MAE should, therefore, be modified to more closely match the packet success statistics obtained
by Netsim.
MAE = min(2 |MAE|, 100) (4.1)
Equation 4.1 is now implemented to properly scale MAE. Since MAE does not produce neg-
ative values and the expression takes the absolute value of MAE, the minimum condition is
dropped. In order to preserve 0 dB MAE as 0% utility, an additive term is also omitted. Ob-
serving in Figure 4.13 that when MAE is 50 dB, packet success is near 100%, this value is used as
the maximum utility. Figure 4.16 now shows the improved version of Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.16: Utility converted Minimum Achievable Error (in % utility) using recalibrated conversion for
various depths and ranges using arrivals modelled in BELLHOP for a 10 kHz source based on
a CTD cast collected during ICEX20 (9 MAR 20 1202 AKST, CTD-2). MAE was calculated
at each receiver point assuming a stationary source and receiver (i.e. zero Doppler case).
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4.3 Determining >
After analysis of the metric utility conversion, the settings for MPP to best reflect packet success
and overall communication performance are desired. First, predicted MPP is plotted against
MAE in an attempt to observe a correlation, if any. Then the results of Netsim missions with
varied configurations of > are performed with an adaptive depth behavior.
4.3.1 Effect of Varied MPP vs. MAE
As previously discussed, MAE provides a high fidelity metric taking into account actual modem
performance as well as the environmental impulse response. Ideally, a trend between MPP and
MAE would help to make an informed choice of MPP settings in the given environment. Fig-
ure 4.17 and Figure 4.18 show SNR plotted versus MAE for all receiver points of the calculation
performed at 30 m and 90 m, respectively. Similarly, Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 show the same,
but for MPP with > of 1, 2, and 3. In all four figures, the left-most plot is a receiver point his-
togram, while the right-most is the same data but plotted sequentially from nearest receiver range
to farthest.
When > is increased, it means that higher multi-path receiver points have a higher penalty
applied; the first observation is that this tends to spread out the absolute range of values within
the MPP set over MAE. Both the histogram and the by-range plots show this effect along the
increasingly negative y-axis where MPP is plotted. Interestingly, three horizontal hot spots of
histogram data (for MPP ≈35, 50, and 60 dB) in the shallow source plots do not appear to sig-
nificantly move with increased >. A similar hot spot in the deep source case near 50 dB MPP is
also largely unmoved. Based on the by-range plots, these hot spots appear to be influenced by
receiver points in the far range.
The by-range plots do suggest thatMAE andMPP are loosely correlated in range, but nomajor
shape change between the varied > suggests one would be better than another when considering
all the points. Generally, the data shows a relationship with interesting edge effects, with a large
spread of MAE and MPP values making up the main body of the cluster. At high MAE and MPP,
there appears to be a more linear trend in the receiver points, which are almost entirely in the
near range.
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Figure 4.17: SNR vs. MAE Histogram & Range Plots for a 10 kHz source at 30 m depth. Each count
or point represents a single receiver (depth, range) for the given environment. On the his-
tograms, entries for which MAE = 0 for all ranges were excluded for display purposes, but
were generally higher than the maximum range for counts. For the range plot, the points are
colored by the receiver range (i.e. multiple points may have the same color).
Figure 4.18: SNR vs. MAE Histogram & Range Plots for a 10 kHz source at 90 m depth. Each count
or point represents a single receiver (depth, range) for the given environment. On the his-
tograms, entries for which MAE = 0 for all ranges were excluded for display purposes, but
were generally higher than the maximum range for counts. For the range plot, the points are
colored by the receiver range (i.e. multiple points may have the same color).
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Figure 4.19: MPP vs. MAEHistogram&Range Plots for a 10 kHz source at 30mdepth and > set to 1, 2, & 3.
Each count or point represents a single receiver (depth, range) for the given environment. On
the histograms, entries for which MAE = 0 for all ranges were excluded for display purposes,
but were generally higher than the maximum range for counts. For the range plot, the points
are colored by the receiver range (i.e. multiple points may have the same color).
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Figure 4.20: MPP vs. MAEHistogram&Range Plots for a 10 kHz source at 90mdepth and > set to 1, 2, & 3.
Each count or point represents a single receiver (depth, range) for the given environment. On
the histograms, entries for which MAE = 0 for all ranges were excluded for display purposes,
but were generally higher than the maximum range for counts. For the range plot, the points
are colored by the receiver range (i.e. multiple points may have the same color).
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4.3.2 Depth Adaptive Autonomy with varied Penalty, >
The goal of this part of the experimental procedure was to vary the metric configuration used by
the vehicle in its adaptive depth behavior, observe whether or not communication performance
was improved, and subsequently determine which value of >was best. For each scenario, two full
simulations of approximately 335 messages each were performed. As described in the test plan
description, 1 was set to 0 and g to 20 ms.
Table 4.2 constitutes the main results. The trend is plotted in Figure 4.21 for the shallow re-
ceiver case, and Figure 4.22 for the deep receiver case. A 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence inter-
val is reported for each scenario, where messages vary in range from 0 - 8 km and are considered
statistically independent. Sources of error in this data include differences in simulation launch
time, internet connection variation (from localhost to Netsim hardware), hardware noise effects,
and PPS timing drift (if any).
In the shallow receiver case, SNR performed the best out of any metric, in both percent re-
ceived and percent decoded. MAE appeared to achieve the median of the other metrics for per-
cent received, but performed more poorly in terms of percent decoded. However, MAE was
executed with the previousmetric utility conversion, and is therefore expected to produce subop-
timal results. The best MPP results were for > = 3, though the overall trend in performance was
downward from the SNR baseline.
However, in the deep receiver case, MPP did perform better than SNR at all values of > for
percent decoded, with 3 producing the best result. MAE performed the best out of all the metrics
(despite the earlier metric utility conversion method) in percent decoded, with SNR performing
significantly worse. Percent received for all metrics was nearly the same, and uniformly high.
One reason that > of 3 was the best result may have to do with the original ICEX20 dataset
that informed Equation 3.1. That empirical conversion was designed to calibrate SNR and MPP
(with > at 3) to the modem packet statistics with range collected during the course of the ICEX20
experiment. Since > of 3 was a best engineering estimate at the time, that decision may implicitly
affect the results in this case. However, the scaling effect in the utility conversion was shown in
Section 4.2.1 to vary highly with changing >, so even if a bias was introduced in the calibration,
the results, at the very least, validate MPP performance as compared to SNR and MAE.
Since > of 3 tended to perform the best in both scenarios, this value is set as the multi-path





Metric Macrura Sent H1 Received H1 DecodedNo. (%) CI* (%) No. (%) CI* (%)
SNR 674 629 (93.3) 91.2 - 95.1 611 (90.6) 88.2 - 92.7
MPP (p = 1) 673 599 (89.0) 86.4 - 91.3 576 (85.6) 82.7 - 88.2
MPP (p = 2) 673 594 (88.3) 85.6 - 90.6 568 (84.4) 81.4 - 87.1
MPP (p = 3) 674 612 (90.8) 88.4 - 92.9 587 (87.1) 84.3 - 89.5
MPP (p = 4) 673 598 (88.9) 86.2 - 91.1 563 (83.7) 80.6 - 86.4
MPP (p = 5) 675 580 (85.9) 83.1 - 88.5 545 (80.7) 77.6 - 83.7
MAE 677 602 (88.9) 86.3 - 91.2 563 (83.2) 80.1 - 85.9
H1-Deep (90 m)
Metric Macrura Sent H1 Received H1 DecodedNo. (%) CI* (%) No. (%) CI* (%)
SNR 676 671 (99.3) 98.3 - 99.8 578 (85.5) 82.6 - 88.1
MPP (p = 1) 675 668 (99.0) 97.9 - 99.6 603 (89.3) 86.8 - 91.6
MPP (p = 2) 664 662 (99.7) 98.9 - 99.9 598 (90.1) 87.5 - 92.2
MPP (p = 3) 671 667 (99.4) 98.5 - 99.8 612 (91.2) 88.8 - 93.2
MPP (p = 4) 674 667 (99.0) 97.8 - 99.5 610 (90.1) 88.0 - 92.6
MPP (p = 5) 674 669 (99.3) 98.3 - 99.8 608 (90.2) 87.7 - 92.3
MAE 677 670 (99.0) 97.9 - 99.6 629 (92.9) 90.7 - 94.7
Table 4.2: NETSIMAdaptive Depth Simulation Results for a givenmission set with > varied between runs.
* 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence interval.
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Figure 4.21: Adaptive Depth Simulation Results for Varied >, Shallow Receiver (30 m)




Metric Macrura Sent H1 Received H1 DecodedNo. (%) CI* (%) No. (%) CI* (%)
MPP (b = 1) 673 567 (84.3) 81.3 - 86.9 520 (77.3) 73.9 - 80.4
MPP (b = 2) 673 596 (88.6) 85.9 - 90.9 570 (84.7) 81.8 - 87.3
MPP (b = 3) 673 602 (89.5) 86.9 - 91.7 566 (84.1) 81.1 - 86.8
MPP (b = 4) 675 619 (91.7) 89.4 - 93.7 597 (88.4) 85.8 - 90.8
MPP (b = 5) 673 559 (83.1) 80.0 - 85.8 530 (78.8) 75.5 - 81.8
H1-Deep (90 m)
Metric Macrura Sent H1 Received H1 DecodedNo. (%) CI* (%) No. (%) CI* (%)
MPP (b = 1) 675 675 (100) 99.5 - 100 615 (91.1) 88.7 - 93.2
MPP (b = 2) 674 671 (99.6) 98.7 - 99.9 613 (91.0) 88.5 - 93.0
MPP (b = 3) 674 669 (99.3) 98.3 - 99.8 613 (91.1) 88.5 - 93.0
MPP (b = 4) 675 670 (99.3) 98.3 - 99.8 600 (89.0) 86.3 - 91.2
MPP (b = 5) 673 666 (99.0) 97.9 - 99.6 612 (90.9) 88.5 - 93.0
Table 4.3: NETSIM Adaptive Depth Simulation Results for a givenmission set with 1 varied between runs.
> is set to 3, and g to 20 ms. * 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence interval.
4.4 Determining 1
Repeating the simulation missions, this time with > set to 3 and varying 1, the main result is
shown in Table 4.3, and plotted in Figures 4.23 and 4.24. Unfortunately, 1 does not significantly
improve reception in the shallow case to make up for the difference between MPP and SNR.
Though the shallow case shows that a 1 of 4 is essentially equivalent to 1 of 0, there is a small dip
in performance for 1 of 4 in the deep case. In general, there is little to no difference between the
results for variation in the deep case, which is expected since there are many more bounce path
possibilities above the Beaufort Lens.
The packet success analysis showed that when transmitting and receiving above the Beaufort
Lens, packet success is unexpectedly high when compared to any of the three metrics (Figure
4.13). Since the variation of 1 does not significantly improve performance for a set >, 1 may be
set to 4 for the subsequent g variation with little impact.
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Figure 4.23: Adaptive Depth Simulation Results for Varied 1, Shallow Receiver (30 m)




Metric Macrura Sent H1 Received H1 DecodedNo. (%) CI* (%) No. (%) CI* (%)
MPP (g = 15 ms) 675 582 (86.2) 83.4 - 88.7 535 (79.3) 76.0 - 82.3
MPP (g = 20 ms) 675 619 (91.7) 89.4 - 93.7 597 (88.4) 85.8 - 90.8
MPP (g = 25 ms) 674 604 (89.6) 87.1 - 91.8 568 (84.3) 81.3 - 86.9
H1-Deep (90 m)
Metric Macrura Sent H1 Received H1 DecodedNo. (%) CI* (%) No. (%) CI* (%)
MPP (g = 15 ms) 673 668 (99.3) 98.3 - 99.8 608 (90.3) 87.9 - 92.5
MPP (g = 20 ms) 675 670 (99.3) 98.3 - 99.8 600 (88.9) 86.3 - 91.2
MPP (g = 25 ms) 673 671 (99.7) 98.9 - 99.9 615 (91.4) 89.0 - 93.4
Table 4.4: NETSIM Adaptive Depth Simulation Results for a givenmission set with g varied between runs.
> is set to 3, and 1 to 4. * 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence interval.
4.5 Validating Choice of g
As indicated by Figures 4.7 and 4.8, a small change to g does not have a significant impact on the
results shown in Table 4.4. In fact, the shallow case results (Figure 4.25) show that 20 ms is an
appropriate choice, while the deep case (Figure 4.26) is statistically insignificant.
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Figure 4.25: Adaptive Depth Simulation Results for Varied g, Shallow Receiver (30 m)
Figure 4.26: Adaptive Depth Simulation Results for Varied g, Deep Receiver (90 m)
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5 Conclusion & Future Work
In order to improve predictive metrics of underwater acoustic performance, this analysis has ex-
plored SNR,MAE, and a newmetric calledMPP. Given real environmental data obtained during
ICEX20, the metrics were individually calculated over a receiver grid of depth and range appro-
priate for autonomous vehicle operation. These results are compared to each other in Section
4.1, and demonstrate the decision aid that an autonomous vehicle or a human decision-maker
would use to make a depth selection. Various settings of MPP are also shown and compared to
show the effect of the varying parameters onto the predictive result.
Next, a high fidelity VirtualOceanwas employedwith hardware-in-the-loop (Netsim) to closely
simulate the ICEX20 acoustic environment in the Beaufort Sea. Packet success statistics were
obtained between a static, constant-depth receiving buoy and a range-varying vehicle transmit-
ting at constant depth. These packet success statistics are shown to match those obtained during
ICEX20, validating the simulator’s ability to accurately replicate the environment. With this val-
idation, Equation 4.1 was proposed to better scale MAE, rather than using Equation 3.1 which is
more appropriate for SNR and MPP. The expansion of available modem statistics from ≈2 km
during ICEX20 out to 8 km with Netsim constitutes the first contribution of this analysis, and
the subsequent recommendation of Equation 4.1 to calibrate MAE is the second.
The analysis then focuses on demonstrating the performance of all three metrics in an auton-
omymission for the purpose of comparing the overall results. With the autonomous vehicle now
allowed to adapt its depth to collaborate with a shallow receiver and a deep receiver, the mission
is repeated with the metric set to SNR, MAE, and MPP at various settings of >. It is important to
note that this experiment forced the vehicle to operate at significant distance to the collaborator
and constitutes a robust performance scenario over 8 km. The most interesting result of this test
was to show that > = 3, 1 = 4, g = 20 ms tended to be the best settings among the MPP cases. This
experiment also showed that, in the deep collaborator case, MAE is shown to produce the best
performance in terms of percent of messages successfully decoded, and that both MAE andMPP
tended to perform better than, or just as well as, SNR.
Based on this analysis, MAE should be used, if practicable, to predict modem performance in
a given environment. It generally outperforms both SNR and MPP and incorporates the most
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information to give an accurate picture of the modem’s response to the environment. SinceMAE
is a software replication of a channel estimate-based decision feedback equalizer’s operation, it
closely matches how that type of modem will actually behave. Even if not employing this specific
type of modem – or, alternately, no modem at all – the metric includes the time component of
acoustics to a predictive measure, which SNR does not. In the absence of MAE, MPP should be
used, particularly in ocean applications where multi-path has a strong effect.
This analysis also proposes a test procedure in Section 3.2 to take an ambient acoustic envi-
ronment and explore it, in order to pick the best metric and settings. As a contribution, this
procedure can be repeated for operational areas other than the Beaufort Sea – for instance, the
Irminger Sea – and can be used in future work as a supplement to applications where acoustic
communication is important.
Future work on MPP or MAE could include how the metrics fare at extreme ranges, or in
environments where bathymetry is extremely deep. While Macrura and many other AUVs are
limited in range due to other engineering concerns, improvements in deployment duration and
inter-vehicle collaboration are extending their operational range over time. While 8 km is signif-
icant for 10 kHz modem transmissions, an interesting study could include lower frequency and
longer distance to examine the utility of MPP as a performance metric.
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A Appendix
A.1 Function to Calculate MPP in Matlab: mpp
function [MPP,SNR,Pos,MPL_MASK] = mpp(filename,penalty,bounce_penalty, ...
Source_Level_dB,Noise_Level_dB)
% mpp - Returns Multi-path Penalty (MPP) calculation for a given .arr file
% generated with the Ocean Acoustics Toolbox
% (http://oalib.hlsresearch.com/AcousticsToolbox/).
%
% MPP = SL - NL - TL - MPL
% SNR = SL - NL - TL
%
% TL = -10*log10( Total Power )
% MPL = -10*log10([1 - Pmpp/Pmax]^p) - bN, where Pmpp is the second most
% powerful ray arriving tau seconds later, Pmax is the most powerful ray,
% p is the path penalty, b is the bounce penalty, N is the # of bounces
%
% The calculation for MPP is derived from the
% source code of the Laboratory for Autonomous Marine Sensing Systems
% (LAMSS) pDepthAdapt function (Henrik Schmidt, Oscar Viquez -
% http://lamss.mit.edu).
%
% Assembled by: Bradli Howard (bradli@mit.edu).
%
% [MPP,SNR,Pos,MPL_MASK] = mpp(filename,penalty,bounce_penalty,
% Source_Level_dB,Noise_Level_dB)
%
% filename - file path to desired .arr file. No other extensions
% accepted.
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% penalty - (optional) desired multi-path penalty for calculation.
% Default is 3.
% bounce_penalty - (optional) desired bounce penalty. Default is 3.
%
% Source_Level_dB - (optional) source level, default is 183dB (ICEX20).
%








Source_Level_dB = 183; % icex20 default
end
if ~exist('Noise_Level_dB','var')
Noise_Level_dB = 40; % icex20 default
end
%%%% read_arrivals_asc.m (From Acoustics Toolbox - citation at start) %%%%
%%%% The following is modified only to remove 3D arrivals file section %%%
fid = fopen(filename,'r'); % open the file
if (fid == -1)
error([mfilename,': Arrivals file cannot be opened'])
end
% read the 2D/3D flag to determine the file format
flag = fscanf(fid,'%s',1);
% check for the case of erroneously reading a BINARY format arrivals file
if ~strcmp(flag,'''2D''') && ~strcmp(flag,'''3D''')
error([mfilename,': not an ASCII format Arrivals file?'])
end
% proceed accordingly for the Bellhop 2D vs 3D format
if strcmp(flag,'''2D''')
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Pos.freq = fscanf(fid,'%f',1); % acoustic frequency
Nsz = fscanf(fid,'%i',1); % number of source depths
Pos.s.z = fscanf(fid,'%f',Nsz); % source depths
Nrz = fscanf(fid,'%i',1); % number of receiver depths
Pos.r.z = fscanf(fid,'%f',Nrz); % receiver depths
Nrr = fscanf(fid,'%i',1); % number of receiver ranges
Pos.r.r = fscanf(fid,'%f',Nrr); % receiver ranges
% pre-allocate memory for the Arr arrivals structure array







% loop over sources, rcv depths and rcv ranges to read all arrival info
for isd = 1:Nsz
% read the maximum number of arrivals for this source
Narrmx2 = fscanf(fid,'%i',1);
for irz = 1:Nrz
for irr = 1:Nrr
% read the number of arrivals at this receiver
Narr = fscanf(fid,'%i',1);
Arr(irr,irz,isd).Narr = int16(Narr);
% read and store all the arrivals, if there are any
if Narr > 0
da = single(fscanf(fid,'%f',[8,Narr]));
Arr(irr,irz,isd).A = single( ...
da(1,1:Narr).*exp(1.0i*da(2,1:Narr)*pi/180.0));







end % if any arrivals
end % next receiver range
end % next receiver depth
end % next source
else % end of read 2D file format data
error([mfilename,': 3D arrivals not supported.'])










for j = 1:num_ranges
for i = 1:num_depths
% Determine total power and maximum power eigenray
if eigenray_table(j,i).Narr < 1





for iray = 1:N
pow_ray = (abs(eigenray_table(j,i).A(iray)))^2;
power = power + pow_ray;










for iray = 1:eigenray_table(j,i).Narr
pow_ray = (abs(eigenray_table(j,i).A(iray)))^2;
rat = pow_ray/pow_max;






SNR(i,j) = Source_Level_dB - Noise_Level_dB - -10*log10(power);
MPL_MASK(i,j) = (1-max_rat)^penalty;






end % function end
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A.2 Function to Calculate MAE in Matlab: minae
function [MAE,SDE,Pos] = minae(filename,vr_R,vr_S,Bandwidth,Fs, ...
Source_Level_dB,Noise_Level_dB,Nbaud,num_ff_taps,num_fb_taps,nfft)
% minae - Minimum Achievable Error (MAE) & Soft Decision Error (SDE)
% calculation for a given .arr file from the Acoustics Toolbox
% (http://oalib.hlsresearch.com/AcousticsToolbox/). MAE/SDE calculation
% derived from J. Preisig (jpreisig@jpanalytics.com) & H. Schmidt
% (henrik@mit.edu).
% Assembled by Bradli Howard (bradli@mit.edu).
%
% [MAE,SDE,Pos] = minae(filename,vr_R,vr_S,Bandwidth,Fs,Source_Level_dB,
% Noise_Level_dB,Nbaud,num_ff_taps,num_fb_taps,nfft)
%
% filename - 2-D single source BELLHOP .arr file
% vr_R - Relative velocity of receiver to source
% vr_S - Relative velocity of source to receiver
% Bandwidth - Modem, double sided
% Fs - Modem sampling frequency
% Source_Level_dB - Source level in decibels re 1uPa,1m
% Noise_Level_dB - Ambient noise level in decibels re 1uPa,1m
% Nbaud - baud for modem
% num_ff_taps - Number feed-forward taps, modem parameter
% num_fb_taps - Number feed-back taps, modem parameter

































%%%% read_arrivals_asc.m (From Acoustics Toolbox - citation at start) %%%%
disp('Opening arr file...');
fid = fopen(filename,'r'); % open the file
if (fid == -1)
error([mfilename,': Arrivals file cannot be opened'])
end
% read the 2D/3D flag to determine the file format
flag = fscanf(fid,'%s',1);
% check for the case of erroneously reading a BINARY format arrivals file
if ~strcmp(flag,'''2D''') && ~strcmp(flag,'''3D''')
error([mfilename,': not an ASCII format Arrivals file?'])
end
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% proceed accordingly for the Bellhop 2D vs 3D format
if strcmp(flag,'''2D''')
Pos.freq = fscanf(fid,'%f',1); % acoustic frequency
Nsz = fscanf(fid,'%i',1); % number of source depths
Pos.s.z = fscanf(fid,'%f',Nsz); % source depths
Nrz = fscanf(fid,'%i',1); % number of receiver depths
Pos.r.z = fscanf(fid,'%f',Nrz); % receiver depths
Nrr = fscanf(fid,'%i',1); % number of receiver ranges
Pos.r.r = fscanf(fid,'%f',Nrr); % receiver ranges
% pre-allocate memory for the Arr arrivals structure array
Arr = repmat( struct( 'Narr', {0}, ...
'A', {0}, ...
'delay', {0}, ...
'doppler', {0}, ... % added for MAE





% loop over sources, rcv depths and rcv ranges to read all arrival info
for isd = 1:Nsz
% read the maximum number of arrivals for this source
Narrmx2 = fscanf(fid,'%i',1);
for irz = 1:Nrz
for irr = 1:Nrr
% read the number of arrivals at this receiver
Narr = fscanf(fid,'%i',1);
Arr(irr,irz,isd).Narr = Narr;
% read and store all the arrivals, if there are any











end % if any arrivals
end % next receiver range
end % next receiver depth
end % next source
else % end of read 2D file format data
error([mfilename,': 3D arrivals not supported.'])
end % end of read 3D file format data
fclose(fid);
eigenray_table = Arr;
num_depths = length(Pos.r.z); num_ranges = length(Pos.r.r);
Fc = Pos.freq;
%%% imp_response & modem_ray_arrivals - written for single receiver pt
if num_ranges > 50
disp('Warning: Large number of recievers. This may take a long time!');
prompt = 'Continue? (y/n): ';
x = input(prompt,'s');








for j = 1:num_ranges
disp(['Range ' num2str(j) ' of ' num2str(num_ranges) ' ...'])




for iray = 1:num_rays




eigenray_table(j,i).delay(iray) = temp ...
*(1 + vr_R*rcv_ray_cos*oneossp);





num_samples = round((max_delay-min_delay)*Fs + nfft);
eigenray_table(j,i).impulse = zeros(1,num_samples);
for iray = 1:num_rays





for k = 0:nfft-1
t = k*delta_t;







t1 = eigenray_table(j,i).delay(iray) - min_delay;
indx1 = round(t1*Fs);
indx2 = indx1 + length(imp_res) - 1;
if (indx1 < num_samples && indx2 >=0)
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indx_off = -indx1;
if indx1 < 0
indx1 = 0;
end




while (ind <= indx2 && ind + indx_off < length(imp_res))
temp = eigenray_table(j,i).impulse(ind+1);
eigenray_table(j,i).impulse(ind+1) = temp ...
+ imp_res(ind+indx_off+1) ...
* abs(eigenray_table(j,i).A(iray));






disp('Doppler Impulse Response done, calculating MAE...')
%%%% Noise & Covariance & Cross-spectral Density
minimum_frequency = Fc - 0.5*Bandwidth;







if (num_ff_taps/2~=round(num_ff_taps/2)) % checking odd taps/tabs
ffsampleoffsets = -(num_ff_taps-1)/2:(num_ff_taps-1)/2 ...
+ min(2,floor(num_ff_taps/2));
else












for offset = 0:Nbaud-1








max_delay_samps_at_Fs = (num_ff_taps-1)*dsfactor + Nbaud;
invFT = delta_f*exp((1i*2*pi*FreqVec.')*(0:max_delay_samps_at_Fs-1));
Rv_spatial_temporal = NoiseCovariance*invFT;
% correlation of baseband and downsampled noise covariance
Rv_bbds = zeros(num_ff_taps,num_ff_taps);
for kk1 = 1:num_ff_taps
array_ind1 = mod(kk1-1,1)+1;
delay1 = (kk1-array_ind1);
for kk2 = kk1:num_ff_taps
array_ind2 = mod(kk2-1,1)+1;
delay2 = (kk2-array_ind2);
delayoffset_at_Fs = (delay2 - delay1)*dsfactor;
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% samples at the passband sample rate
ii = delayoffset_at_Fs;
temp = 0;
while (ii < delayoffset_at_Fs+2*Nbaud-1) && ...
(ii < length(Rv_spatial_temporal))
temp = temp + Rv_spatial_temporal(ii+1) ...
.*integration_kernel(ii+1-delayoffset_at_Fs);







MAE = zeros(num_depths,num_ranges); SDE = zeros(num_depths,num_ranges);
for j = 1:num_ranges









% apply source level / find sync point and align lengths
power_delay_profile = abs(bbds_cir).^2;
[~,syncpoint] = max(power_delay_profile);
% adds right and/or left zero padding if needed
if (syncpoint-1 < numacausalfftaps)
numpad = numacausalfftaps - syncpoint + 1;
bbds_cir = [zeros(1,numpad) bbds_cir];
syncpoint = syncpoint + numpad;
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bbdslength = bbdslength + numpad;
end
if (bbdslength - syncpoint) < numcausalfftaps - 1
numpad = numacausalfftaps - 1 - bbdslength + 1;
bbds_cir = [bbd_cir zeros(1,numpad)];
bbdslength = bbdslength + numpad;
end
bbds_cir = (10^(Source_Level_dB/20))*bbds_cir;
% Populate baseband, downsample Green's function
numsamprateGcolumns = bbdslength + num_ff_taps - 1;
samprateGsynccolumn = bbdslength + 1 - syncpoint ...
+ numacausalfftaps;
temp = floor((samprateGsynccolumn-1)/fsr);
samprateGcolumnsforsymrateG = (samprateGsynccolumn-fsr ...
*temp:fsr:numsamprateGcolumns);




for curfftap = 1:num_ff_taps





if (Gsynccolumn - 1 < num_fb_taps)
error('num_fb_taps is too large')
end
Go = [G(:,(1:Gsynccolumn-num_fb_taps-1)) G(:,Gsynccolumn+1:end)];
Qnoise = Go*Go' + Rv_bbds;
predictedMAE = 1/(1+real(go'/Qnoise*go));
% account for finite averaging window length
totalnumtaps = num_ff_taps + num_fb_taps;
avewinmultiplier = 5;
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rls_lambda = 1 - 1/(avewinmultiplier * totalnumtaps);
effwindowlen = 1/(1-rls_lambda);
finite_window_scaling_factor = (effwindowlen -1) ...
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